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Heading of Judgment in original suit/ case

In the original court of the Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati 

Present :- Mrs. Achma Rahman, AJS

Dated :- 18th of  October, 2012

TITLE SUIT NO. :- 95 / 2006

    

                                         Sri Bipul Bordoloi .   ….Plaintiff /Petitioner
       

Versus

                                      1(a) Smti Joli Bordoloi.

                                         (b)Madhurja Prasad Bordoloi and others.

                                      2 (a) Smti Amiya Devi kakoti.

                                         (b) Smti Bani Devi Sharma and others.

                                      3. Smti Anjali Devi.

                                          
Defendant/Opposite party

This suit/ case coming on for final hearing on 24.09.2012,29-09-

12 in the presence of:-

Sri Thaneswar Sarma, Sri Hemanta Kr Sarma, Miss Nilakshi 

Rajbonshi. Advocate for the plaintiffs

 And Sri Subhash Koyal,  Sri Hemen Nath,                   Advocate 

for the defendants 



And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day,  the  court 

delivered the following judgment. 

JUDGEMENT

The plaintiff has instituted this suit for declaration of right, title 

and interest by way of adverse possession and for injunction. 

          Plaintiffs  case in brief  is  that the original defendant no1, since 
deceased,  was  the  elder  brother  and   deceased  defendant  no  2  is  the 
mother of the plaintiff. Plaintiff stated that their father was in possession of 
3 katha of land covered by dag no 38 of K.P patta no 59 situated in the 
village Sahar Guwahati under Mouza Ulubari. It is stated that Amulya Ch 
Bordolai  father  of  the  plaintiff  was  having  four  sons  and  six  daughters 
.Amongst the four sons Kiron Bordoloi and Uttam Bordoloi died at early 
age. It is stated that their father died in the year 1989 leaving behind two 
sons and the daughters and all the daughters were married except Anjali 
Devi.  The said two brothers along with their mother and sister Anjali Devi 
use to reside together in the suit land as joint family. It is stated that from 
family income plaintiff purchased two plot of land one plot at Beltola and 
other in Hill View Colony ,New Guwahati . It is stated that defendant left 
the  suit  property  along  with  his  family  and  shifted  to  the  building 
constructed in the land at Hill view colony  and thereafter he shifted his 
mother  and  sister  Anjali  Devi  to  rented  house   and  as  such  plaintiff  is 
residing  with  his  family  members  independently  in  the  suit  land  since 
1993.it is stated that on 20.11.05 a person, namely Sonadhar Das, visited 
the suit land and informed the plaintiff that defendant no 1 is planning to 
sale the suit land and to that effect a deed of agreement for sale has also 
been executed. The said Sonadhar Das handed over a copy of sale deed no 
4218 of the suit land and after going through the sale deed he found that 
suit land has been shown to be  purchased in the name of defendant no 1 ,
2 and Sri  Kiran Bordoloi.  It  is  stated that the defendant no 1 though by 
virtue of the sale deed dtd 06.08.1991, have right, title and interest but the 
said right ,title and interest become clouded due to non inclusion of the 
other occupier i.e the plaintiff and the unmarried daughter Anjali Devi and 
the non inclusion of the name of the other legal heir made the sale deed 
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liable  to  be cancelled  and  the  plaintiff  has  now claimed right  ,title  and 
interest in the suit land by virtue of prolonged possession.

         Defendants filed written statement with counter claim denying and 
challenging the claims of the plaintiff and further stated that the suit land 
was purchased by defendant no 1 in  the year 1991 vide registered sale 
deed  no  4218  from  Smti  Premlata  Bora  and  others.  On  the  same  date 
defendant no 1 also purchased another plot of land measuring 1 katha from 
the said vendor vide registered sale deed no 4219/1991 in the name of the 
plaintiff. It is stated that both the lands were contiguous to each other. It is 
stated that plaintiff sold his share to one Nanima Das and misappropriated 
the amount in the year 1998 and as such, being full uterine brother of the 
answering defendant,  plaintiff  can’t  claim adverse possession and hence 
prayer is made for dismissal of the suit.

     Defendants in their  counter claim stated that the possession of the 
plaintiff  in  the suit  land was a  permissive  one  and that  on 9.12.05  the 
possession  of  the  plaintiff  has  become  hostile  and  thereupon  his  legal 
status has been changed to that of the trespasser rendering liable to be 
evicted.

    Plaintiff filed written statement on counter claim denying and challenging 
the claim of the defendant counter claimant and prayed for dismissal of the 
counter-claim.

     Later  on the unmarried sister  of  the plaintiff,  Smti  Anjali  Devi  Was 
impleaded as defendant and she filed WS  with counter claim . In her W.S 
she supported the content of the W.S filed by defendant no 1 and 2. In her 
counterclaim she prayed for declaration of her share as co-owner of the 
suit land and to pass a preliminary decree of partition over the suit land.

       Substituted defendants Smti Amiya Devi Kakoti and  Smti Rumi Devi 
Hatikakoti filed W.S denying and challenging the claims of the plaintiff and 
prayed for dismissal of the suit of plaintiff.

                      My Ld predecessor framed the following issues:-

                                                    ISSUES

1. Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form and manner?

2. Whether there is cause of action for the suit?

3. Whether the plaintiff has acquired right ,title and interest over the 
suit land by virtue of adverse possession?
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4. Whether the right, title and interest of the defendant over the suit 
land have extinguished u/s 27 r/w article 65 of the limitation act ?

5. Whether  the defendants/counterclaimants still have right ,title and 
interest over the suit land and thereby have lawful right for recovery 
of the possession of the suit land by evicting the plaintiff?

6. To what relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to?

7. Whether the suit is barred by estoppel, waiver and acquiescence ?

          Additional issues on counterclaim filed by the newly impleaded 
defendant  Smt Anjali Devi

8.Whether the counterclaim of the newly impleaded defendant is 
maintainable in its present form?

9.Whether the counterclaim is time barred?

10.Whether the counterclaimant is entitled to the decree as prayed 
for?

11.To what other relief and reliefs the counterclaimant is entitled to ?

Plaintiff in support of his case examined one witness  in the form of

           PW 1 :- Sri Bipul Bordoloi.

           Pw2 :- Smti Pronita Sharma Bordoloi.          
                                 

 The plaintiff has exhibited the following documents in the form of :

                      Exhibit No 1 :- Electricity Bill paying receipts.

                       Exhibit No 2 :-Telephone Bill.                      

                   

Defendant has examined the following witnesses :-

                      DW 1 :- Sri Madhurjya Prasad Bordoloi.

                     DW 2 :-  Sri Sankar Jyoti Bordoloi .

                      DW 3 :- Smti Anjali Devi.

                       DW4:-Smti Ranjana Boro.

                       DW5:- Smti Amiya Devi Kakoti.
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   Defendants exhibited the following documents:-

Ext No A:-sale deed No 4219 dtd 6.08.1991.

Ext No B:-Sale deed No 4218 dtd 6.08.1991.

Ext NoC:-  Certified Copy of mutation order.

Ext No D:- Certified Copy of jamabandi.

Ext No E :- Land Revenue paying Receipts.

Ext No F :-Copy of sale deed no 851 dtd 9.02.2000.

  Documents exhibited by Anjali Devi:-

Ext No A :- Copy of jamabandi of K.P patta no 59 .

Ext No B and C :- Certified copies of power of attorney nos 7616/05and 

7615/05.

Ext No D:- Land Revenue  paying receipts.

         Heard argument of learned counsel of the parties. 

 DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :- 

Issue no 2

                   Plaintiff has stated that the original defendant no 1, now 
deceased,   was the elder  brother  and  deceased defendant no 2 is  the 
mother of the plaintiff. Plaintiff stated that their father was in possession of 
3 katha of land covered by dag no 38 of K.P patta no 59 situated in the 
Village Sahar Guwahati under Mouza Ulubari. It is stated that Amulya Ch 
Bordolai,  father of  the plaintiff,  was having four sons and six  daughters 
.Amongst the four sons Kiron Bordoloi and Uttam Bordoloi died at early 
age. It is stated that after the death of their father, the said two brothers 
along with their mother and sister Anjali Devi use to reside together in the 
suit land as joint family. It is stated that defendant left the suit property 
along with his family and shifted to the building constructed in the land at 
hill view colony  and thereafter he shifted his mother and sister Anjali Devi 
to rented house  and as such plaintiff is residing with his family members 
independently in the suit land since  1993.it is stated that on 20.11.05, a 
person,  namely  Sonadhar  Das,  visited  the  suit  land  and  informed  the 
plaintiff  tha defendant no 1 is planning to sale the suit land and to that 
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effect  a  deed  of  agreement  for  sale  has  also  been  executed.  The  said 
Sonadhar Das handed over a copy of sale deed no 4218 of the suit land and 
after going through the sale deed he found that suit land has been shown 
to be  purchased in the name of defendant no 1 ,2 and Sri Kiran Bordoloi. It 
is  stated  that  defendant  no  1  though   by  virtue  of  the  sale  deed  dtd 
06.08.1991, have right, title and interest but the said right ,title and interest 
become clouded due to non inclusion of the other occupier i.e the plaintiff  
and the unmarried daughter Anjali Devi and the non inclusion of the name 
of the other legal heirs.

                 In view of the aforesaid discussion I am of the considered opinion 
that a bundle of facts has arisen between the parties which are in dispute 
and as such I am of the considered opinion that there is cause of action for 
the suit.

Issue No 1 & 8 :-

      Defendant in their W.S though stated that the suit is not maintainable in 
its present form but failed to substantiate the same by producing oral or 
documentary evidence, similarly  the plaintiff  failed to substantiate as to 
why and how the counterclaim of defendant no 5  Smti Anjali Devi is not 
maintainable and after going through the record, I have also not found any 
materials to hold that the suit as well as the counterclaim of Anjali Devi is 
not maintainable.

     Those issues are accordingly decided.

ISSUE NO 3 and 4:- 

  PW1 in his evidence stated after the death of their father two brothers 
along with their mother and sister Anjali Devi use to reside together in the 
suit land as joint family. It is stated that the land was possessed by their 
father since the year 1935.That from family income plaintiff purchased two 
plot  of  land  one  plot  at   Beltola  and  other  in  Hill  View  Colony  ,New 
Guwahati . It is further stated that defendant left the suit property in the 
year 1990, along with his family and shifted to the building constructed in 
the land at hill view colony  and thereafter he shifted his mother and sister 
Anjali Devi to rented house  and as such plaintiff is residing with his family 
members independently in the suit  land since  1993.it  is  stated that on 
20.11.05 a person namely Sonadhar Das visited the suit land plaintiff came 
to know that the suit land has been shown to be  purchased in the name of 
defendant no 1 ,2 and Sri Kiran Bordoloi.
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   During  cross-examination  he  stated  that  he  does  not  know  if  vide 
registered sale deed no 4218, suit land was purchased by Pradip Bordoloi in 
joint name of Smti Nilima Devi, Pradip Bordoloi and late Kiran Bordoloi and 
that  vide registered deed no 4219 land measuring 1 katha was purchased 
in his name. 

           During cross examination he acknowledged Ext A to be the original 
sale deed executed in his favour and Ext B  as the sale deed executed in 
favour of his brother Pradip Bordoloi,  Mother Nilima Devi and deceased 
brother Kiran Bordoloi.

                       He further stated that he sold his 1 katha of land to one  
Nanima Das vide sale deed no 851 dtd 9.02.2000.He stated that he has not 
paid while purchasing one katha of his land vide Ext A and that he does not 
know if the payment was made by Pradip Bordoloi.

             PW1 further stated that in the year 1993 Nilima Devi and Anjali devi  
left the suit land and since then he has been looking after the land. He 
further stated that he has not claimed adversely against his sisters and if 
they come then he will accommodate them in the suit land. 

                         Moreover in cross-examination ,recorded  on 02.05.12, PW1  
specifically admitted that the suit land was purchased in the name of his 
mother and two brothers and he is a co-owner of the suit land.

                   During cross-examination, PW2 stated that she does not know if  
land measuring 18 lechas was  purchased by defendant no 1 in favour of his 
husband and that her husband sold the land to Nanima Das.  

                She further stated that till 2001-2002 all of them were living jointly 
and that and that on 20 th November 2005 when Sonadhar Das came to 
the suit  land with  a  demand to  vacate  the house,  on the strength sale 
agreement executed by the defendant no 1, they came to know that the 
suit land was purchased in the name of the defendants. She further stated 
that since November 2005 all the parties to the suit were living jointly and 
peacefully  over the suit land  and if the share claimed by the co shares is 
granted then they will have no objection.

               DW 1, in his evidence, stated that plaintiff, being the full uterine 
brother,  can’t  claim  adverse  possession  and  that  the  suit  land  was 
purchased by their  father defendant no 1  in the name of their  mother 
Nilima Devi ,brother Kitan Bordoloi and in his own name and that after the 
death of Kiran Bordoloi his share devolved on his mother being class 1 legal 
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heir and accordingly mutation was granted. It  is stated that on 26.10.05 
their father executed a power of attorney in favour of his sister Anjali Devi 
to  sale  10  katha  of  his  share  and  grand  mother  Nilima  Devi  executed 
another power of attorney to sell one katha of her land and then plaintiff  
got furious and filed the suit.

           During cross Examination, he stated that he does not know if their  
grand father purchased the possessory right of the suit  land from Satya 
Bora.  The  execution  of  Ext  A  and  B  remained  unrebutted  during  cross 
examination. Suggestion was put to the Dw1 that Ext B was executed by 
defendant no 1 purposefully and by hatching conspiracy but the same was 
denied by DW1.

            Dw2, during his cross-examination, stated that plaintiff has claimed 
ownership over the suit land by way of adverse possession and the other 
legal heirs of Nilima Devi has claimed their respective shares in the 2 katha 
land of their mother and that they have claimed their right over 1 katha 
land of their father.

           Dw3, Anjali Devi, supported the contentions of DW1 and DW2 and 
further  stated that plaintiff is residing over the suit land since last 53 years 
and Bipul Bordoloi never restrained the plaintiff.

     From the above discussion and from available materials on record the 
following facts comes forward:-

1. It is an admitted fact that the suit land was originally possessed by the 
predecessor in interest of the parties.

2. Vide Ext A, land measuring 1 katha of the entire land of dag no 38 and 
patta no 59 was sold in the name of plaintiff Bipul Bordoloi by Prem 
lata Bora and vide Ext B, land measuring 3 katha was sold in the name 
of defendant no 1, defendant no 2 and kiran Bordoloi. The execution 
of the sale deed Ext A and B could not be rebutted by the plaintiff, 
though during cross-examination suggestion was put  that  the lands 
were purchased by joint family income and purposefully the name of 
plaintiff and other legal heirs are not included but the same could not 
be proved by the plaintiff. From the evidence of PWs it is inferred that 
the plot of land of plaintiff was sold by him to one Nanima Das.

3. It reveals from evidence of both the parties that in spite of purchase of 
the suit land by the defendants, the whole family used to stay in the 
land jointly .
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4. It  is  stated by the plaintiff  that he has no adverse claim against his 
sisters and he is a co-owner of the suit land.

    From the above discussion it is apparent that out of three kathas of  
land, defendant no 1 was owner of 1 katha of land. After the death of 
Kiran Bordoloi and Nilima Devi, remaining two kathas of land devolves 
on the legal heirs i.e parties to the suit.

   Defendants  relied  upon  a  decision  of  Hon’ble  Supreme  court  in 
Janaki Pandyani Vs Ganeshwar panda reported in (2001)10 SCC 434 
wherein it was hold that adverse possession can’t be claimed by one 
co-sharer against another so long as the property is not partitioned.

   In P Lakshmi Reddy Vs Lakhmi Reddy Reported in AIR 1957S.C 314, it 
was  held  by Hon’ble  Supreme Court  that  the possession of  one co 
sharer is considered in law as possession of all co sharer and the co 
sharer in possession can’t render his possession adverse to the other 
co sharer not in possession merely by any secret hostile animus on his 
own part.

             In was held by Hon’ble Gauhati High Court in Md Mohammad  
Ali Vs Jagadish kalita reported in  2004(1) GLT 8 that possession by a co 
sharer deemed to be possession of other co sharers subject to clear 
ouster by denying title of the other co sharers.

              From the above discussion and also in the light of the above  
decisions,  I  am  of  the  considered  opinion  that  the  plaintiff,  being 
admittedly  one  of  the  co  sharer,  can’t  claim adverse  possession  in 
respect  of  2  katha  of  the  suit  land  as  well  as  1  katha  of  land  of 
defendant no 1. Admittedly, plaintiff has stated that he came to know 
on  20.11.2005 that the suit land was purchased by defendant no 1 so 
plaintiff  can’t claim adverse possession in respect of said 1 katha of 
land.

     Issue No 3 and 4 are accordingly decided.

Issue no 5&6 :-

                 From the discussion made in issue no 3 and 4 it is seen that the 
suit land was purchased  in the name of defendant no 1 , defendant no 2 
and Kiran Bordoloi and as such legal heir of defendant no 1 is entitled to 
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one katha of land standing in the name of deceased defendant no 1 and the 
plaintiff  and  all  the  defendants,  including  the  legal  heir  of  deceased 
defendant no 1, shall have share on the remaining 2 kathas of the land as 
inheritor  of  late  Kiran  Bordoloi  and  Nilima  Devi.  Plaintiff  is  liable  to  be 
evicted from one katha of land belongs to late Pradip  Bordoloi and also 
liable to be evicted from the other portion of 2 kathas of land except his 
own share.

        Issue no 5&6 are accordingly decided.

Issue No 10&11 :-

  From the decision and discussion arrived in the foregoing issues I am of 
the considered opinion that the Anjali Devi being one of the legal Heir of 
Defendant no 2 Nilima Devi and Kiran Bordoloi since deceased is entitled to 
get her share on the suit land.

ISSUE No 9 :- 

   The plaintiff in reply against the counterclaim filed by defendant Anjali 
Devi  though  claimed  that  the  counter  claim  is  time  barred  but  during 
evidence PW1 as well as Pw2 stated that as Anjali Devi is her sister/sister in 
law hence she is a co owner of the suit land and they will have no objection 
if  Anjali  Devi  gets  her  share  as  claimed.  That  apart  being  legal  heir  of 
defendant no 2 ,Anjali  Devi  has got legal right to be substituted.  In the 
instant case inspite of substitution order of legal heirs of defendant no 2 
plaintiff failed to take steps on Anjali Devi and as such suit against her was 
dismissed on 19.01.09.

   In  view  of  the  above  admission  and  factual  position  ,  I  am  of  the 
considered opinion that the counter claim filed by Anjli Devi is not barred 
by law.

   ISSUE No 7:- 

           Defendants though pleaded that  the suit is bad for estoppels, waiver 
and acquiescence but failed to substantiate as to how the suit is effected by 
estoppels, waiver and acquiescence and after going through the record I 
have also not found any ground to hold that the suit is bad for the same. 
This issue is, thus, decided in favour of the plaintiff.

                                            ORDER
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                 In view of the above discussions and decisions, the suit of 

the plaintiff is dismissed whereas the counter claims are decreed in 

the  following  manner.  It  is  decreed  and  directed  that  substituted 

defendants  as  well  as  Anjali  Devi  and plaintiff,  as  legal  heir,   are 

entitled to get respective shares in 2 katha of the suit land. 

             It is further decreed that smti Joly Bordoloi, Madhurjya 

Prasad  Bordoloi,  Shankar  Jyoti  Bordoloi  and  Gitima Bordoloi,  the 

legal heirs of Late Pradip Bordoloi, deceased defendant no 1, has got 

right, title and interest in respect of one katha of land, out of the suit 

land, purchased vide sale deed no 4218.

       Plaintiff be evicted from the other portion of the suit land, except 

his  share.  Suit  land  be  partitioned,  accordingly,  among  the  share 

holders, as stated above.

 Prepare the preliminary decree accordingly. 

As the parties to the suit are same family members, hence I am of the 

considered opinion that it would be fit and proper if the parties bear 

their own cost.

Given under the hand and seal of this court on this the 18 th day of 

October, 2012 at Kamrup, Guwahati. 

                                                           Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, Guwahati

                                             APPENDIX

1.Witness for the plaintiff :-

           PW 1 :- Sri Bipul Bordoloi.

           Pw2 :- Smti Pronita Sharma Bordoloi.

2. Witness for the defendant:- 

DW 1 :- Sri Madhurjya Prasad Bordoloi.
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DW 2 :-  Sri Sankar Jyoti Bordoloi .

DW 3 :- Smti Anjali Devi.

DW4:-Smti Ranjana Boro.

DW5:- Smti Amiya Devi Kakoti..

3.    Exhibits for the plaintiff :- 

                      Exhibit No 1 :- Electricity Bill paying receipts.

                       Exhibit No 2 :-Telephone Bill.

5. Exhibits for the defendant

 Ext No A:-sale deed No 4219 dtd 6.08.1991.

       Ext No B:-Sale deed No 4218 dtd 6.08.1991.

       Ext NoC:-  Certified Copy of mutation order.

       Ext No D:- Certified Copy of jamabandi.

       Ext No E :- Land Revenue paying Receipts.

       Ext No F :-Copy of sale deed no 851 dtd 9.02.2000.

  Documents exhibited by Anjali Devi:-

         Ext No A :- Copy of jamabandi of K.P patta no 59 .

         Ext  No B and  C :-  Certified  copies  of  power  of  attorney  nos 

7616/05and 7615/05.

        Ext No D:- Land Revenue  paying receipts.

                                                                            Munsiff No. 4, Kamrup, 

Guwahati
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